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Abstract. Real-world systems are often exposed to failures where those
studied theoretically are not: neuron cells in the brain can die or fail, re-
sources in a peer-to-peer network can break down or become corrupt,
species can disappear from and environment, and so forth. In all cases,
for the system to keep running as it did before the failure occurred, or to
survive at all, some kind of healing strategy may need to be applied. As
an example of such a system subjected to failure and subsequently heal,
we study Random Boolean Networks. Deletion of a node in the network
was considered a failure if it affected the functional output and we in-
vestigated healing strategies that would allow the system to heal either
fully or partially. More precisely, our main strategy involves allowing the
nodes directly affected by the node deletion (failure) to iteratively rewire
in order to achieve healing. We found that such a simple method was ef-
fective when dealing with small networks and single-point failures. We
also discuss improvements that could be made to our study investigating
more sophisticated strategies to cope with healing increasingly complex
networks with more elaborate failure patterns.

1 Introduction

Random Boolean Networks (RBN) are a highly simplified model of genetic regu-
latory networks introduced by Kauffman [1]. In an RBN with N nodes, a gene is
represented as a binary node, meaning that the gene is expressed if it is on (1),
and it is not expressed when off (0). Each gene receives inputs from K randomly
chosen other genes. Initially, one of the possible Boolean functions of K inputs
is assigned at random to each gene. The network dynamics are discrete and
synchronous: at each time step all nodes simultaneously examine their inputs,



evaluate their Boolean functions, and transition to their new states at the next
time step. The system travels in time through its phase space, until a point or
cyclic attractor is reached whence either it will remain in that point attractor
forever, or it will cycle through the states of the periodic attractor. Since the
system is finite and deterministic, this will happen after at most 2N time steps.

This model has been analyzed at length and its interesting dynamical behav-
ior has been studied in some depth [2, 3]. The remainder of this section discusses
related background work.

An important feature of RBNs is that as some parameters are varied such as
K, or the probability p of switching the node’s state, the RBN can go through a
phase transition. Indeed, for every value of p, there is a critical value of connec-
tivity K such that for values of K below this critical value the system is in the
ordered regime, while for values of K above this limit the system is said to be in
the chaotic regime. K = 1 corresponds to the ordered regime, K = 2 is critical,
and for K ≥ 3 the system is in the chaotic phase. Kauffman found that for K = 2
the size distribution of perturbations in the networks is a power law with finite
cutoff that scales as the square root of N . Thus, perturbations remain localized
and do not percolate through the system. The mean cycle length scales at most
linearly with N for K = 2. Kauffman’s conjecture is that attractors correspond
to cell types in the RBN phase space, and only those attractors that are short
and stable under perturbations would be of biological interest. Thus, according
to Kauffman, K = 2 RBN lying at the edge between the ordered and the chaotic
phases can be seen as abstract models of genetic regulatory networks.

Today, we believe that the original view of Kauffman, that these models may
be useful for informing us about the behavior of real cell regulatory networks, is
still a valid one, provided that the model is updated to take into account present
knowledge about the structure of real gene regulatory networks and the timing
of events, without losing its attractive simplicity.
Kauffman’s RBN model rests on three main assumptions:

– The nodes implement random Boolean functions and their state is either on
or off;

– The nodes that affect a given node in the network are randomly chosen and
are a fixed number;

– The dynamics of the network are synchronous in time.

The binary state simplification is radical but actually it represents quite well
“threshold phenomena” in which variables of interest suddenly change their
state, such as neurons firing or genes being switched on or off. Moreover, the
random nature of the nodes’ activation functions seems an acceptable simplifi-
cation for this model according to the present lack of knowledge about biological
regulatory networks.

Random regular graphs were a logical choice in the beginning, since the ex-
act couplings in networks were generally unknown. Today it is more open to
criticism since it does not correspond to what we know about the topology of
biological networks. In fact, many biological networks, including genetic regu-
latory networks, seem to be of the scale-free type or of a hierarchical type (see



[4, 5] and references therein) but not random, according to present data. For
scale-free networks, this means that the distribution function of the degree, i.e.
the probability P (k) that a randomly chosen node has degree k, is a power law
P (k) ∼ k−γ , usually with 2 < γ < 3, instead of a Poisson distribution as in
a random graph, or a delta distribution as in a classical RBN. Thus the low
connectivity suggested by Kauffman for candidate stable systems is not found
in such networks, where a wide range of degrees is present instead, given the
distribution’s fat tail. This fact is likely to have important consequences for the
dynamics.

Boolean networks with scale-free topology were first used by Oosawa and
Savageau [6]. They took Escherichia coli as a model for their scale-free nets with
an average input degree K̄ of two. But, although interesting in this particular
case, this is too limited as most other networks have higher connectivity levels.
Aldana has recently presented a detailed analysis of Boolean networks with scale-
free topology [7]. He has been able to define a phase space diagram for boolean
networks, including the phase transition from ordered to chaotic dynamics, as a
function of the power law exponent γ. He also made exhaustive simulations for
several relatively small values of the network size N .

Our model has in common with Aldana’s the scale-free topology of the net-
works, although the graphs are constructed in a different way. In the present
work we use such a model to study failure and recovery strategies inspired by
Genetic Algorithms techniques.

Scale-Free Network Topologies

Kauffman’s RBN are directed graphs. Let us suppose that each node i (i ∈
{1, . . . , N}) receives ki inputs and projects a link to other li nodes, i.e. there are
li nodes in the graphs that receive an input from node i. Among the N nodes
of the graph, the distribution Pin(k) of the input connections is not necessarily
the same of the distribution of the output connections Pout(k).

According to present data, many biological networks, including genetic regu-
latory networks, suggest a scale-free output distribution Pout(k) and a Poissonian
input distribution Pin(k) [4].

In [8], Darabos et al. have generated networks according to a mixed gener-
alized/poisson random graph model with a maximum of 200 vertices, following
Aldana’s footsteps, fully described in [9]. In short, we start by defining the de-
sired average in/out degree K̄ which in turn determines the total number of
edges. Next, we generate the power-law degree distribution of outgoing links
according to the chosen exponent γ. Subsequently, we specify a narrow Pois-
sonian function in order to produce the incoming degree distribution, ensuring
a minimal kini degree for each vertex, in this our model almost comes back to
Kauffman’s RBN with fixed k. According to both the input and output degrees
distribution edges are drawn at random, excluding multiple and self-connections.
Figure 1 compares the resulting input and output degrees distribution for both
methods described above.
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Fig. 1. Input and output degrees distributions of scale-free networks of size N = 100
and γ = 2.5 obtained using (a) the mixed generalized/poisson random graph model
and (b) the Modified Configuration Model (K̄ = 4).

2 Failure & Healing Strategies

The aim of this research was to investigate healing and self-healing strategies in
RBNs. RBNs being models of biological networks, we hope this will shed some
insight on recovery in biological systems such as the brain.

There has been significant recent work on healing in networks. In this context,
generally, Self-healing involves maintenance of basic properties of the network,
such as connectivity, in face of an attack, and the healing is effected by the
nodes in the network themselves. Self-healing has been defined on Reconfigurable
Networks [10], networks in which we can add new connections between nodes.
In this context, examples of such networks are peer-to-peer networks, cellular
networks and ad-hoc networks. There has been significant past work on self-
healing algorithms [11–15]. In the biological context, examples include the brain,
or the host of biological networks with alternative pathways, such as regulatory
or signaling networks. In this work, we have tried to define failure and recovery
in this latter context.

2.1 Failure

In our model, failure is seen as the deletion of a node in the system. One can
imagine this to happen due to the component of the network becoming dys-
functional or due to an attack by an external agent. Failure can be of many
types:

– random: A random node in the network fails. This is most likely to happen
unless there’s reason to suspect a specific pattern of failure. This is the kind
of failure we have experimented with in this work. Moreover, the attacks are
one at a time i.e. we assume that the next attack happens after we have
recovered the network by our healing algorithm.



– Malicious planned attacks: There is an adversary which plans the attacks
so as to effect the worst possible recovery on the system. The adversary is
presumed to be omniscient [10, 11].

– Cascading failures: Failure of one component leads to failure of other com-
ponents in the system, sometime even before the system can recover. Such
failures and multiple node failures can be subjects of future investigation.

2.2 Healing

In [10, 11], where the networks are regular undirected graphs (generally random
small-world networks), the following objectives are defined for Self-healing :

1. The network retains its connectedness after self-healing.
2. No node is overloaded after the healing, i.e. there is only a reasonable

(O(log n)) increase in degree of any node in the network.
3. The algorithm must be efficient, i.e. it has log n latency and log n number of

messages are exchanged.

Moreover the algorithms used in [10, 11] only use local information and are thus
scalable and distributed.

RBNs are a different class of networks, however, and the healing we tried to
achieve is instead functional i.e. we can view the RBN as computing a function
and our healing tries to regain that functionality.

Figure 2 sketches the outline of our failure and recovery model.
We can define the Lemma 1 to describe our idea of functional healing:

Lemma 1. Given a Random Boolean Network RBN , if the state of certain n
nodes are designated as input to the network and the states of certain other
m nodes as output, we can view the network as computing a function fRBN :
[0, 1]n → [0, 1]m.

Now, we can define our healing/recovery.

Complete RBN functional Healing/RBN recovery: Given a RBN R
which computes the function fR, we consider the RBN has fully healed/rec-
overed if after the deletion and healing procedure, the new RBN R′ still
computes the functionfR.

Partial RBN functional Healing/RBN recovery: Given aRBN R which
computes the function fR, we consider the RBN has partially healed/recov-
ered if after the deletion and healing procedure, the new RBN R′ computes
the function fR within an error ε, where error is measured by the hamming
distance between expected and actual output.

Thus, the definition of our RBN healing is the following:

1. The RBN stays connected, after healing.
2. The RBN achieves complete or partial RBN functional healing.



Fig. 2. A failure/recovery cycle for a RBN

Healing strategies The basic healing strategy is to reconnect the neighbors of
the deleted node (assuming one node is deleted in the attack) back to the rest
of the surviving RBN. A few of the strategies we considered were the following:

– Edge reconnection: There were various in-edges and various out-edges con-
nected to the deleted node, connect in-edges to out-edges to complete deleted
edges. If edges remain, reassign these to others. Retrain, and if necessary,
repeat.

– Random reconnections: Take an orphaned (neighbor of deleted node) node
or edge and reconnect it randomly to any other node in the RBN. Do this
for all the orphaned nodes. Retrain, and if necessary, repeat.

– Outward spiral healing: First attempt to heal using only the neighbors of
the deleted node. In subsequent steps, use neigbors of the nodes which had
been taken into account in the last step, instead. Retrain, and if necessary,
repeat.

3 Simulations & Methodology

As a first investigation of self-healing strategies, we created a simulation al-
gorithm with the simplest of the strategies, the Localized Edge Rewiring Self-
Healing Algorithm in RBNs (cf. Section 3.1). In this edge rewiring scheme, only



nodes which had a connection with the failed node are allowed to rewire the cor-
responding edge (see Figure 2); in each rewiring or healing step only one edge
will be reconfigured. The success of each rewiring will be scored, and rewirings
that either don’t lead to a steady state attractor1 or result in an output further
away from the desired state than the last steady state output, will be reverted.
We use the initial states of all nodes of the network (without the failed one) as
input and a subset of the network as output. In this way a number of networks
will be simulated to see a) how quickly a complete self-healing is reached, and
b), if not, how close to the desired output state the healing converged.

The simulation algorithm used to produce the results discussed in Section 4
can be roughly divided into five phases:

1. Generation of RBNs,
2. elimination of one node,
3. rewiring,
4. relaxation of the network dynamics,
5. scoring of healing progress, possible reversion of the last healing step.

We will consider each of the phases in the following. But first we have to introduce
some

Definitions

We define the representation of the network as a graph G(V,E) consisting of a
set of nodes, or vertices, V and a set of directed edges E. Edges are represented
by ordered pairs of nodes e = (vo, vi) in which the order determines the direction
of the edge; in this case from vertex vo to vi, meaning vi will use the state of
vo, b(vo) = bio, to calculate its state in the next time step. The update function
of node vi will be called fi(bi1, . . . b

i
kin

i
), or shortly fi, where kini is the in-degree2

of the node vi (see Boolean Functions, below). If we have a vector of nodes
vs = (vs1, . . . v

s
n), we will identify the vector of corresponding states by b(vs) =

(b(vs1), . . . b(vsn)) = (bs1, . . . b
s
n).

The in-degree of a node vj is denoted by kinj , its out-degree by koutj and its
degree by k̄j = kinj + koutj , but for brevity kj is used throughout the following to
mean the in-degree of vertex vj .

For each node vi we devide the subset of edges connected to vi, Ei, into the
subsets of incoming and outgoing connections, Eini ⊂ Ei and Eouti ⊂ Ei, respec-
tively, with Eini ∪ Eouti = Ei and Eini ∩ Eouti = ∅, i.e., there are no undirected
and no bi-directional edges in the network. Furthermore, Eouti 6= ∅∧Eini 6= ∅ and⋂
iEi = E: each node will have at least one incoming and one outgoing edge and

all edges are connected at both ends to nodes within the graph. Additionally,
there will be no duplicate edges in G.
1 I.e. the resulting network will not exhibit steady state within at most 1000 steps.
2 The in-degree of a node v is defined as the number of edges directed to v; likewise,

the out-degree of a vertex w is defined as the number of edges connected to and
directed away from the node w.



Boolean Functions Each update function fi : Bk −→ B,B = {0, 1} of nodes
vi takes the boolean states bi1, . . . b

i
ki

of the vertices of the graph which are
connected with vi by an edge directed to vi. These state variables form a vector
(bi1, . . . b

i
ki

) ∈ Bk, the order of which is determined at time of generation, and
will remain constant throughout the simulation of the network.

The representation of the boolean function is given by a look-up table with
boolean entries. Considering that an ordered k-tuple of binary variables is always
in one of 2k states, a list of 2k random boolean values can be chosen, and the
states of the ordered k-tuple enumerated by the value of the binary number
b̃i = bkbk−1 . . . b2b1 (b̃i : Bk −→ {l ∈ N | 0 ≤ l ≤ 2k − 1}). The function
fi(b1, . . . bk) = fi(b̃i) will then return the entry of the look-up table associated
with b̃i (see Table 1). The list itself can be generated by choosing k random
boolean values, or by choosing a random number 0 ≤ n < 22k

and using its
binary representation.

b1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
b2 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
b3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

b̃i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

fi(b̃i) 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1

Table 1. Example of a boolean function of three variables as look-up table

Generation of RBNs

For the construction of the network N nodes will be generated. In order to
connect these nodes in the way described in the introduction, a discrete power-
law p(k) and a Poisson distribution q(l) will be calculated for out- and in-degrees,
respectively, with matching integrals for N =

∑
kbp(k)c and K =

∑
kbk · p(k)c,

the internals of which we will not discuss here. This scheme will ensure that each
node in the graph is connected to at least one incoming and one outgoing edge.

We start with V containing N vertices, and E,E′ = ∅. For each ki ∈ N,
p(ki) nodes voutj will be taken out of V and each connected to ki newly created
edges ejl , such that ejl = (voutj , undef ). After all nodes are connected in this way
(V = ∅), they will be returned to V , and all edges will be added to E′.

Similarly, for each kn q(kn) vertices vinm ∈ V will be connected to kn edges
eml ∈ E′, such that eml = (voutl , vinm ). Once an edge is connected in this way,
it will be transferred from E′ to E and will not be available for reconnection
during the generation phase.

After the connection is completed, all nodes will be given a boolean value by
random choice. This mapping sG(v) : V −→ {0, 1} will be stored and re-used as
initial conditions.



Selection of Steady State Attractor RBNs. The fabricated RBN will be
subjected to 1000 steps of time evolution. Each node vi will update its state bi(t)
at timestep t+ 1 according to the states of nodes vj ∈ Eini : bi(t+ 1) = fi(b̃i(t)),
with bi(0) = sG(vi). If during the time evolution at some t∗ < 1000 bi(t∗ + 1) =
bi(t∗), for all i, the nodes will not change state for all t > t∗. A steady state
attractor is reached, and the time evolution can be interrupted. If such a t∗ does
not exist, the network will be rejected and the simulation started over with the
generation of a new RBN.

Definition of Goal State. The success of a healing attempt will be measured
against the boolean states of a subset Q ⊂ V of n nodes. The nodes constitute
the sample vector vQ = (vQ1 , . . . , v

Q
n ), and the vector of their states b(vQ) =

(bQ1 (t∗), . . . bQn (t∗)) = bQ is called goal state vector.

Elimination of a Node

After the generation of the network one node v0 will be chosen randomly, with
equal probability among all nodes in V . For each edge e0l ∈ E0 we will create
one new edge, e′0l , such that

e′
0
l =

{
(v0
l , vm) if e0l ∈ Ein0 ,

(vm, v0
l ) if e0l ∈ Eout0 ,

with v0
l ∈ e0l , vn 6= v0 and vm ∈ V \ {v0, vn}. e′0l is then added to E (and E0)

in exchange of e0l , which leaves the vertex v0 being disconnected from any other
node in the graph G, and can be eliminated from V and therefore from G.

If a newly introduced edge e′0l is of the first kind, i.e. it is directed to the
newly connected node vm (e′0l = (v0

l , vm)), vm’s transition function has to be
revised to take the new connection into account. The method used here generates
a new function for each such node.

In order to conserve most of the original behavior of the network, the func-
tion fi could be augmented, such that f ′i(b1, b2, ..bk, bk+1) will yield the original
function fi(b1, b2, ..bk), if bk+1 is zero. In the list schema, discussed above, this
will mean to append 2k new random boolean values to the list, and expand
the enumeration to be represented by the binary number bk+1bk..b2b1. But this
scheme has not been used to produce the results presented in this paper.

The algorithm will keep track of the affected nodes and edges by creating a
set of pairs R = {(v0

l , e
′0
l ) | l = 1, . . . k0}. Let, at this point, E∗ = {e′01, . . . e′

0
k0}

and V ∗ = {v0
1 , . . . v

0
k0
}.

Healing Step

In the protocol used for the simulation presented here, each healing step consists
merely of the change of a single edge el ∈ E∗, one of the edges connected to a



node which was originally connected to the eliminated node. Analogously to the
elimination step above, a pair (vi, e) is chosen by random with equal probability
among the elements of R. e connects vi with another vertex vc in one of the two
possible ways. Then a new edge e′ is formed between vi and a randomly chosen
node vn ∈ V \ {vi, vc} (again, with equal probablity among the elements of the
basis set), such that e′ /∈ Ei. The direction is, as in the node elimination phase,
chosen as follows:

e′ =

{
(vn, vi) if e = (vc, vi),
(vi, vn) if e = (vi, vc).

e′ will replace e in E and Ei. As already mentioned above, in the latter case vc’s
update function has to be changed in order to take the incrementation of its in-
degree into account. This has been solved by completely replacing the original
by a new random function of the matching degree. The chosen replaced edge
et = e, as well as the new edge et+1 = e′ and the original boolean function of
vn, have to be recorded in order to be able to revert the healing step, in case of
a rejection of the recent attempt (cf. the next paragraphs).

Network Dynamics Relaxation

As in the generation of boolean networks above, the manipulated network will be
subjected to 1000 steps of time evolution. If no steady attractor could be reached
within this period of time, the configuration of the network, including connection,
functions and states of all nodes, is being restored to the configuration before
the last healing step, and a further healing attempt will be iterated.

Scoring and Reset

A healing step that resulted in a network with a steady state attractor will be
scored according to the Hamming distance (dt) of the recent sample vector to its
desired original value, the goal state vector. A healing attempt will be accepted,
i.e. not reverted, if the current Hamming distance dt ≤ dt−1, the Hamming
distance of the last accepted healing attempt. The simulation of the network will
stop with a successful result, if dt = 0. Else dt will be stored for the next iteration.

In the converse case, dt > dt−1, the last changed edge, et+1, will be replaced
in by the former value et, the boolean function of the end vertex vn of et by its
former assignment.

Irrespective of the scoring, at this end point of iteration, the states of each
node will be reset to their start configuration. A new iteration begins with the
healing step, unless a maximum limit number of healing attempt have been made.

3.1 Algorithm

Using the above in-depth description of the simulation phases, we can go on to
describe the complete algorithm:



algorithm: Localized Edge Reconnection Self-Healing in RBNs

inputs:
−→ A; the number of networks to simulate
−→ H; the maximum number of healing attempts per simulation
−→ N ; the number of nodes of each simulated network
−→ k̄in; the mean of the Poissonian in-degree distribution
−→ nQ; the size of the goal state vector

for n = 0 to A do
generate an RBN with a steady state attractor → G(V,E);
save:

initial states → sG,
sample vector → vQ,
goal state vector → bQ;

eliminate a node v0, rewiring all edges connected to v0:
→ V ∗,
→ E∗,
→ R;

dlast ← 2n
Q − 1; initialize the Hamming distance to a maximum value

h← 0; counter for healing attempts
while h < H do

re-initialize the states of all nodes: bj(0) = sG(vj);
for t = 1 to 1000 do

for all vj ∈ V do
bj(t) = fj(b̃j(t− 1));

end for

if
∑
j ‖bj(t)− bj(t− 1)‖ = 0 then

goto scoring;
end if

end for

if h 6= 0 then
revert last edge rewiring and the possible change of update function;

end if
goto healing;

scoring:

dh ←
∑nQ

j=1(b(vQ)− bQ)j ; Hamming distance to the goal state vector
if dh ≤ dlast then
dlast ← dh;

else
revert last edge rewiring and the possible change of update function;

end if

healing:



choose a node v from V ∗, choose a node vc ∈ V \ v;
rewire one edge e ∈ E∗ of v with vc;
if e = (v, vc) then save current fc, change fc endif ;
h← h+ 1

end while

if h = H then
←− dlast; output the best Hamming distance

else
success:
←− h; output the number of healing steps needed

end if
end for

end algorithm

3.2 Simulation Setup

30 runs of generating, failing and healing RBNs with varying numbers of nodes
were simulated. Each had a maximum of 1000 healing attempts. The in-degree
(Poisson) distribution had a mean of k̄in = 3. The size of the goal state vector was
10% of number of nodes and hence we restricted values of n where nmod10 = 0.

The number of healing steps each run of the simulation took to fully heal the
network was recorded and averaged over the 30 runs. If healing wasn’t successful
then the hamming distance of the best output vs. the original output was used
to calculate an accuracy measurement. In the case that no point attractor was
able to be found at all then this was considered a hamming distance equal to
the number of output nodes (0% accuracy).

4 Analysis of the Results

The three figures below summarize the results from the simulation runs con-
ducted. Figure 3 highlights how the number of nodes has a significant, seemingly
exponential, impact on how many steps it took to successfully heal the RBNs
those times that this was possible. Figure 4 indicates how, as the number of
nodes increased, the ability for the healing algorithm to successfully heal the
RBN decreases rapidly. It should be noted that even with a network of just 20
nodes and thus an output vector of two, full recovery was not always reached.
This indicates the complex nature of the RBN and the challenge that failure
presents for any healing strategy. Taking the hamming distance into account
Figure 5 shows how accurate the resulting output from networks after healing
was.

In general, the results may lead one to conclude that given a higher number
of nodes in the networks, the job of healing is made more difficult. However,
further investigation is necessary as we chose the size of the output vector to be
proportional to the number of nodes. Rather than the number of nodes having an



effect, it may merely be that the solution space is far larger as the output vector
is increased. In future work, the output vector will be chosen to be independent
of the number of nodes.

Fig. 3. Average Recovery Steps

Fig. 4. Recovery Rate



Fig. 5. Average Accuracy

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that a simple healing algorithm can be used to restore the dy-
namics of a boolean network in terms of its functional output. After deletion of a
single node, we were able to heal most of the networks by randomly reconnecting
all affected nodes immediately, and subsequently rewiring a single node of the
affected set at each iteration of the healing algorithm. Although very simple,
this algorithm has proven to be effective for small networks. However, many
improvements to our method can be made which we will address in future work.

In particular, our method only deals with one network at a time, keeping the
modification (rewiring of a node) only if the new network is closer to the original
network. This method lacks flexibility and is prone to getting trapped in local
minima of the fitness landscape. A task for future work might be to implement a
genetic algorithm to better search the fitness landscape. In such an algorithm, an
initial homogenous population of networks with the same node deletion would
undergo an evolutionary process. During each iteration of the algorithm, each
network of the current generation would be rewired once (healed). The next
generation would then be selected according to the fitness of each network. The
fitness would be relative to the Hamming distance between the final state of the
original network and that of the current network. Such an algorithm, allowing for
diversity among each generation of networks, would be able to avoid becoming
trapped in local minima and instead get a better chance to reach a satisfying
solution for any network. The genetic algorithm itself could be defined in many
ways. The selection of the next generation in particular can be done by different
techniques that could be explored in order to identify the most suitable strategy
for our problem.

The perturbation in the network has so far been to remove a single node.
In the future, we could remove more than one node, either simultaneously or at



random time points. Similarly, after the initial re-wiring of all affected nodes,
only one node at a time is rewired. In the future, any number of nodes could be
rewired at each time step.

We could also implement another healing strategy where new nodes can be
created and are connected to the network, in an effort to replace the damaged
nodes. Their wiring to the rest of the network could be either totally random,
or randomly assigned to some of the affected nodes. Similarly, new edges could
be added to the graph, or old ones could be removed. Boolean functions, which
we have tried to preserved during the healing strategy we implemented, could
on the contrary be subjected to mutations too.

Finally, in order to compare different healing strategies, several tests could
be implemented. A single population of networks in a genetic algorithm could be
heterogenous in terms of their healing strategies. By studying the composition of
the strategy used by the networks in the final population, we could have an indi-
cation of which strategy was the best. Furthermore, strategies could be ranked
according to the number of steps they require in order to fully heal a network
to its original functional state, how well they perform on increasingly large and
complex networks, and how they might cope with repeated or continuous failure.
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